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Paid Leave and the Composition of Compensation
Despite recent stock market jitters related to
the coronavirus, the U.S. economy is doing
well. Wages are growing, especially for
lower-income workers, and unemployment is
low. Yet calls are intensifying for the federal
government to implement paid leave, which
may unwittingly hurt those whom the
program claims to help. Supporters often
resort to the same misleading notions to
make their case — misperceptions that must
be continuously debunked, lest they lead to
unnecessary harm to working families.

Among the most common claims used to make the case for government provision of paid leave is that
not every working woman gets paid leave, which supposedly demonstrates a market failure. Still, data
show that 63% of women today have access to such leave, a 280% increase since the 1960s. The women
who don’t receive this benefit are mostly lower-skilled workers with part-time and hourly jobs employed
at small businesses.

Undoubtedly, these women would like to get paid to stay home after the birth of their children, yet
that’s no more evidence of a market failure than is my not driving a Tesla, even though I’d like to drive
one if it were free. This isn’t a reason for government to mandate paid leave (or Teslas) for all workers.

More to the point, such mandates will likely harm low-income workers.

Here’s why: Because paid leave is costly, when firms provide this benefit, they change the composition
of their employees’ total compensation by reducing the value of workers’ take-home pay to offset the
cost of providing paid leave. While some workers prefer this mix in their pay packages, others don’t. In
particular, mandated leave would be a hard trade-off for many lower-paid women who would prefer as
much of their income as possible in the form of take-home pay.

In fact, polls show that when women learn of the trade-offs inherent in any government-mandated paid-
leave policy, their support for such a policy collapses.

Another weak argument that pro-paid leave advocates make is that the United States is the only
industrialized country without a national paid leave program. While true, this doesn’t mean what paid
leave proponents would like you to believe. As we’ve already seen, absence of federal government
action doesn’t mean that U.S. women aren’t getting any paid leave. Nor does it mean that women in
countries that have such government-mandated programs are doing better than women in the United
States.

In fact, while proponents of government-supported paid leave policies like to list the many benefits that
women, their children and the companies they work for get from paid leave, these proponents are silent
on the costs — of which, unfortunately, there are many.

A National Bureau of Economic Research, or NBER, paper shows that while women in non-U.S.
countries in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development often have higher labor force
participation, the lack of a U.S. paid leave policy leads to women in America being more likely “to have
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full time jobs and to work as managers or professionals.”

Moreover, government-supported paid leave policies don’t improve women’s labor market outcomes
compared with men’s. A well-cited NBER paper looks at Denmark’s very generous paid leave policy and
finds that before having children, women’s hours, employment and wages are equal to those of men, but
that these metrics all worsen relative to men after having children. Another recent NBER paper
expands on this research and shows that while this divergence also exists in the United States, it’s
significantly smaller here.

The last misleading claim in this debate is that the levels of benefits being proposed in America aren’t
anywhere near as high as those mandated in Europe, so the negative consequences of government-
mandated benefits in the United States would be smaller than they are in Europe. That’s only true if the
benefits don’t grow over time, which is unrealistic.

European programs didn’t start off as big as they are now. The average length of family leave programs
in the eurozone increased from 17 weeks in 1970 to 57 weeks in 2016. That’s because what starts as a
maternity leave program expands to parental leave and then becomes an even broader kind of leave,
such as home care for sick family members.

There are many more poor arguments for mandated paid leave out there, many of which, unfortunately,
demonstrate that facts and sound economics are, in this debate, too often optional.

Veronique de Rugy is a senior research fellow at the Mercatus Center at George Mason University. To
find out more about Veronique de Rugy and read features by other Creators Syndicate writers and
cartoonists, visit the Creators Syndicate webpage at www.creators.com.
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